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Orders A over a Dedekind domain R are described via “couplings” between its 
projections on the Wedderburn components of its quotient ring. It is shown that A 
has a canonical overorder ;i whose couplings are of a particularly simple kind, 
called a multiple tibre product. The basic properties of the association A + d are 
studied. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let K be a finite extension of Q or Qp, with ring of integers R. We 
consider R-orders n in finite dimensional semisimple K-algebras A = K/i; 
let 
A=A,x ... xA, 
be the Wedderburn decomposition of A and pi: A -+ Ai the ith projection. 
(We assume that an ordering of the i’s is chosen and fixed.) 
The difficulties in the study of such order A have two sources: first, the 
simple factors /li = p,(A) of /i may be arbitrarily complicated; second, the 
couplings or bindings which describe n as a suborder of 
A’=A,x ... xn, 
may be difficult to overview. For example, if n = EA with A abelian, then 
these bindings are responsible for all the (considerable) problems one has 
with /1. 
Now it has proved to be a good strategy in the theory of orders to study 
the embedding of ,4 into overorders which are easier to handle. As exam- 
ples, I mention Jacobinski’s elegant treatment of blocks of defect one with 
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the aid of hereditary hulls [4] and the diagrammatical methods introduced 
by Ringel and Roggenkamp [14]. In the local case, one can associate to 
very A a chain 
by the definition 
Ai+, = O,(rad A;), 
which leads in a finite number of steps to a hereditary overorder A,; the 
study of this “idealizer chain” has already led to valuable insights (see 
[ 1, 23). Now A, is “better” than A in both respects: the simple factors 
pi( A,) are completely understood, and the couplings have vanished 
because a hereditary order contains a full set of primitive idempotents of A. 
In the present paper, we introduce a canonical overorder 2 of A which is 
“better” than A with respect to the couplings and prove some basic proper- 
ties of 3. This concept is entirely elementary, yet nontrivial, and it is 
reasonable to hope that it contributes to our insight into the structure of 
orders. 
To be explicit, let Ii be the kernel of piI,, and put 
(Li)~fi Ail&~l,modZi+Z,,alli#j 
,=l 
(The notation is slightly incorrect; note that A/Zi + Z, is a factoring of both 
A/Zi= Ai and A,.) Since I, n ... n I,, = 0, it is clear that the canonical map 
A + ;i is injective. Its failure to be surjective (which is generally the case) 
means, in the terminology of [S], that the generalized Chinese Remainder 
Theorem does not hold for the family 9 = {I,, . . . . Zh}. It is easily seen that 
A=;iifh=2. 
Now ;? is a multiplefibre product in the sense of the following 
DEFINITION. A is called a multiple Iibre product (mfp) if there are, for 
every i, Jo { 1, . . . . h}, i < j, finite rings A ii and ring homomorphisms 
h,: A,+ A,, hji: Aj -+ A, 
such that 
It is evident that mfp’s have the simplest possible couplings: the coef- 
ficients of the vector (Ai) E A are linked pairwise by congruences. The first 
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to exploit such a situation (in the case h = 2) was Milnor who showed that 
projective modules over a pullback are pullbacks of projectives over the 
libres [ll, Sect. 21; this observation leads to the “Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence” of K-theory which is the most effective tool in the calculation of 
classnumbers (see, e.g., [ 13, p. 201). More recently, Levy has started a 
systematic study of the representation theory of mfp’s ([S-lo], see also 
Klingler [6]); if the /1, are semisimple, then n-mod is representation 
equivalent to a diagram category [6, Theorem 2.131. So ii is a natural 
object of interest. 
We now come to the results of this paper. (All proofs will be given in the 
next section). 
THEOREM 1. ii is the unique minimal overorder of A which is an mfp; i.e., 
ifAcA, and A, is an mfp, then AC/~,. 
COROLLARY 1. A is an mfp if and only if A = 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Being an mfp is a local property. 
Passing from A to I? makes the couplings more flexible, removing a 
certain “rigidity.” Generally, the bindings cannot be described by considering 
only two components at a time; 3 has precisely this property. For example, 
A = ZV, (V, the four group) can be described as 
A=((a,b,c,d)EH41(i)azbrcrdmod2, 
(ii)a+b+c+d=Omod4}, 
and clearly d is obtained by dropping the “rigid” congruence (ii). This 
removal of bindings, however, does not go too far, as is shown by 
THEOREM 2. ;i contains the same central idempotents as A. 
In other words, if ;i is decomposable (as a ring), then so is A. In the 
complete local case, I can prove the corresponding statement for primitive 
idempotents. 
THEOREM 3. Assume R complete local. Then, if P,, . . . . Ph are the projec- 
tive indecomposables of A, API, . . . . AP, are those of 2. 
Of course, Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3 in the local case, but it is 
not clear to the author whether Theorem 3 holds globally. The main 
ingredient of the proof (Lemma 4) is globally false. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume R complete local. Then A and 2 have the same 
decomposition matrix. 
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This is of interest for the representation theory because it is fairly easy 
to construct the decomposition matrix of an mfp from the decomposition 
numbers of the /ii plus the data (/i ijr f+ fji, i < j) which constitute the mfp. 
The procedure will be described after the proof of Corollary 3. 
One may also ask for mfp’s contained in a given order A. These exist by 
virtue of 
THEOREM 4. Let Cc A be any full two-sided ideal which splits com- 
pletel.v, i.e., C = p1 (C) x . ’ . x p,,(C), and has the addition61 property that 
CinR=C,nR, i#j(Ci=pi(C)). (Such Calwuysexist.) Then 
is an mfp. 
Note that p;(T) = R + Cj will be, in general, a proper suborder of ,4;. As 
the example LI = ZC,Z easily shows, not every n has an mfp-suborder r 
with p,(r)=p,(A), all i. Of course, this can happen: take ,4 =ZV, and 
C= 4Z4 in theorem 4. I do not know whether every .4 contains a unique 
maximal mfp-suborder. 
Next we come to the question: when is n = ;i? 
For a /i-lattice M, define 
d(M) = number of nonisomorphic simple A-modules occurring in KM, 
and put 
e( /i ) = max ( d( P) 1 P = indecomposable direct summand of A }. 
If R is complete local, these P are precisely the projective indecomposable 
lattices, by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. 
Evidently, e(n) = 1 if and only if LI = /I’. 
THEOREM 5. A==,? ife(A)<2. 
Of course, the converse does not hold, but we do have 
THEOREM 6. Assume that A is Gorenstein and that the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem holds for A-lattices. Then A = 2 if and only if e(A) < 2. 
If A = ZG, then e(A) = h because A contains no nontrivial idempotents. 
We may well have ,4 = 2; as A is Gorenstein, this shows once more the 
failure of the Krull-Schmidt theorem in these cases. 
Theorem 6 also throws a light on the property of being Gorenstein. For 
example, ZV, is Gorenstein (like all group orders), but if we project ZV, 
to any three components, the image is 
{(a, 6, c) E H3 I a = b = c mod 2}, 
much simpler than ZV, and of finite lattice type, but not Gorenstein. 
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In order to express Theorem 6 in terms of decomposition numbers we 
assume that R is complete local with prime ideal +. Let V,, . . . . V,, be the 
simple A-modules, PI, . . . . Pk the projective indecomposables of A. 
We write G,(A), G,(J) for the Grothendieck groups of tg. A- and 
jl= A/+&modules and denote the image of a module M in G, by [M]. 
Then we define numbers A@E N, by 
Clearly, 
[KP,] = i A,[Vi] in Go (A 1, j = 1, . . . . k. 
i=l 
e(A)=my {#{i I A,#O}}. 
To define the decomposition numbers of A, one chooses full /l-lattices Li in 
Vi and writes 
[LiI&iI = i dgCsj1 in G,,(A), 
j=l 
where S,, . . . . Sk are the simple li-( =simple /l-)modules. This is inde- 
pendent of the choice of the Li. The Brauer recipocity law (see, e.g., [12]) 
states that 
COROLLARY 4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 6, and let R be 
complete local. Then A = 2 if and only if the decomposition matrix (d,) 
contains at most two nonzero coefficients in each column. 
If A = RG is an integral group ring, the decomposition numbers of n will 
agree with those of G, as defined in modular representation theory, only if 
K is sufficiently large for G. Analyzing the behaviour of decomposition 
numbers under base field extensions, one gets, for the most important case, 
COROLLARY 5. Let (Dii) be the p-decomposition matrix of G in the sense 
of modular representation theory. Then Z,G is an mfp if and only iffor every 
j there are most two QP,-algebraic conjugacy classes C,, C, of Frobenius 
characters of G such that there exist xi E Ci with D, # 0, i = 1,2. 
Of course it would be nice to have a theorem which tells us directly in 
terms of G whether Z,G is an mfp or not. (1 hope to settle this problem 
in a subsequent publication.) A sufficient condition can be stated at once: 
COROLLARY 6. If the p-Sylow groups of G are C, then Z,G is an mfp. 
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However, this condition is not necessary; e.g., Z,A, is an mfp, as the 
decomposition matrix shows. 
COROLLARY 7. If G has square free order, then ZG is an mfp. 
This follows from Corollaries 6 and 2. The explicit Iibration has been 
calculated by Klingler [7]. 
Finally, let us mention a question which is near at hand in view of 
Theorem 3: how are the lattice categories of A and 2 related? In particular, 
I would like to know the answer of the following 
Problem. Has ;i infinite type if A has? 
This would obviously be true if one could show that, for an indecom- 
posable n-lattice M, the A-lattice AA4 is still indecomposable; this, 
however, is false. I can show that the answer of the problem is yes for 
A = RA a group order with A abelian. 
2. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. To clarify the argument, let us recall a special case 
of a pushout diagram: 
LEMMA 1. Let S be an arbitrary ring with two-sided ideals A, B. Then the 
diagram 
S 
PA 
J\ 
PB 
SIA 
fAB 
\/ 
SIB 
fBA 
S/A + B 
is universal in the following sense: if 
CD) 
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is another commutative diagram, then there exists a (unique) canonical map 
(?A.B: W-4 -I-B+ sA,,, 
making 
commutative. 
Proof: Clear. 
Now assume the situation of Theorem 1 and let A c Z, Z an mfp, 
h,(yi)=hji(yj)EAii 
} 
as in the definition (Zi = pi(T)). Then A,c Zi, and we have, for i<j, 
commutative diagrams 
A 
J\ 
Ai= A/Ii A/Ii = Aj 
h,l4 
\J 
h,r IA, 
A, 
Let fi,., fii be the residue maps Ai --) A/Zi + Z,, Aj -+ A/Z, f Zj. By the lemma, 
we obtain q~~~,j): A/Zi+Ij+A,, and for lie/l;, ~jZiAi 
.fjtAi) =fiiCAj) 
=s h&) = q+“(j-&)) = rp”3”(fii(~j)) 
= hji (A]). 
This implies ;i c Z, as desired. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let b be a prime ideal of R. We denote by R, the 
localization, by Z? the completion with respect to fi, and for R-modules M, 
we put 
M,=R,O,W ti’=Z?@+l4. 
The corollary will follow from 
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LEMMA 2. The process of forming 2 commutes with localization and 
completion, i.e., 
Proof The first equality is seen at once since the simple factors of A, 
are (Ai)p, the kernels of the projections are (Zi)+, and fibre diagrams are 
preserved when tensored with flat modules. To prove the second equality, 
we may now assume that R is local. Let Si = C(Ai) be the center of A,, 
i=l , . . . . h, and fif, k = 1, . . . . r(i) the prime ideals over p in S,. Then 
where Sf is the completion of Si with respect to fi;f. Since Aii = A/Ii + I, is 
finite, the maps fi,. and fii extend uniquely to maps 
f;:Sf@ApSfQA,, fji: $0 Ai + $0 A,, 
for I< k d r(i), 1~ 1 < r(j). Hence we can define 
Clearly ;i c A,, with each Ai embedded diagonally in nk St @ Ai. The 
same proof which shows that 
jqQ&=sfx .” xs:“’ 
now shows that every element of ,4, is the limit of a Cauchy sequence in 
2. Since A, is cor_nplete (being a subgroup 05 finite index in ni,k Sf @ A,), 
this s$ows A, = A. Now A g 2 implies /I c A and since we just have seen 
that A is an mfp, we have A(’ A by Theorem?. F,or the reve:se inclusion, 
it suffices to shzw that /i c A since then also A c A because A is complete. 
To show )1 c A it suffices to prove that 
Ai s ;lj mod Ii + I, (&E Ai, Lj~ Aj) 
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implies 
Ai E Aj mod Zf + Zj, 1 < k < r(i), 1 6 16 r(j), 
where Zf is the kernel of 
/i+!$@Ai. 
But this is clear since Zi c Zf. 
Now we prove Corollary 2, using Corollary 1, the lemma, and 
Theorem 1: 
0 (T)/Ab = 0, all +Z 
o(;i;lj=A,allp, 
and for R local, 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. The common source of these is 
LEMMA 3. Let f  = (fi, . . . . f,,) be a primitive idempotent of A. Then f  
cannot split in the form 
f  = (fi 7 . . . . f,, 0, .*., 0) + (0, . . . . 0, f,, 1, . . . . fh) 
=: f’+f” (*I 
with f  I, f” E 2. Zf f  is central primitive, it cannot split in the form (*) with 
f’, f” central in ;i. 
Proof: From (*) it follows that 
Lj(h) =fiAfi> = 0 for i<r,j>r. 
Since fi is the unit element of fiAifi and fAf n Zi =flJ this implies 
.Lj((f,niL)=fii(f,nj&)=o 
and 
fAf =flif +fljf, i< r, j> r. 
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Putting P = ,4A we can therefore write 
fzp!i.jl +p!bjj 
1 1 ’ i<r, j>r 
with p!‘.” E Ii n P. Multiplying all these expressions (a trick taken from the 
proof of the Chinese Remainder Theorem), we obtain 
Evaluating the product, we see that the typical summand has r(h - r) 
factors, one for each admissible pair (i, j); among these there must be either 
r factors pi’.” for r different i or (h - r) factors pji,j) for (h - r) different j. 
This implies 
fEI,n ... nI,nPPII,+,n ... nI,nP 
and 
P=Af=Z,n ... nI,nP+I,+,n . . . nI,nP. 
If f is primitive, this is a direct sum decomposition of the projective 
indecomposable P, which is impossible. If f is central primitive, this is a 
ring direct decomposition of the block P, again impossible. This proves the 
lemma. 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence, because a central idempotent 
of A has only 1 and 0 as possible components, and (*) is the only way it 
can be decomposed in any overorder (after rearranging the Ai if necessary). 
To derive Theorem 3, we still need (the probably well-known). 
LEMMA 4. Zf fi#O, then L is a primitive idempotent of Ai, i= 1, . . . . h. 
Proof: f,4f = End, (/if) is a local ring since P = /If is indecomposable. 
Assume 0 # fi is not primitive, fi = f i + f f in ni. Then ei fAf contains the 
nontrivial idempotent f i, which is impossible since ei f/if is a 
homomorphic image of a local ring, hence local itself. 
Now Theorem 3 is also immediate, because the last lemma shows that 
(*) is the only way for f to decompose (again after a rearrangement of the 
Ai). Note that Lemma 4 fails globally, as is shown, e.g., by ZS,. 
Proof of Corollary 3. This holds more generally for any overorder 
n c r which has the same number of principal indecomposables (hence 
also of simple modules) and for which pi(T) = pi(A), i = 1, . . . . h. First of 
all, the hypotheses yield that the decomposition matrices have the same 
64.36!2-4 
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size. The coefficients are determined by the composition factors of L/pL 
where L runs over irreducible lattices, one for each Ai = pi(A) = pi(r). 
Since L cannot distinguish between A and r, and since all simple modules 
occur as composition factors of the L/pL, it is clear that a simple r-module 
is also a simple A-module, and that we have a surjection 
(simple r-modules} + (simple A-modules). 
Since both sets have the same number of elements, we are done. 
Now we describe how the decomposition matrix of an mfp A can be 
derived from the decomposition numbers of the Aj plus the data 
(AU, fO, &). We need another bit of folklore: 
LEMMA 5. In the above setting, the composition factors of A, are 
precisely those Ai- and Aj-modules which are isomorphic as A-modules. 
Proof We have a diagram 
with the obvious projections in which the rectangle is a fibre diagram. It 
follows from the very definition of a fibre product that a composition factor 
of A, (as a module over itself) yields simple Ai-modules Si which are 
isomorphic as A-modules. Conversely, assume that Si are simple 
Ai-modules yielding the same A-module S; then we have the commutative 
diagram 
(Pi+ P~)A-A~ 
1 1 
Aj- End ZP S, 
and because the rectangle in (D) can also be viewed as a pushout, there is 
a ring homomorphism A,-+ End,,S fitting commutatively into these 
diagrams. Hence S is also a simple A,j-module. 
It is now clear how to build up the decomposition matrix of A: on the 
set (simple A,-lodules, i= 1, . . . . h} Si and Si are identified if they occur in 
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A,. This yields an equivalence relation the classes of which correspond to 
the simple n-modules. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Choose any full two-sided C’ = C, x . . x C,, c A 
(e.g., the conductor C(n’:n)) and write 
Cir\R=ai. 
Choose a common multiple n of all a, and write ,,b, = a. Then let 
C=&,C,x ... xG,C,; 
it is not difficult to verify that 
(~,C,)nR=~,(C,nR)=a. 
Changing notation, we assume that C has the required property, and let 
a=C,nR. 
Define, for i= 1, . . . . h, 
Ki= {r&-(0, . . . . ;, . . . . 0) 1 ~a}. 
1 
i 
Then 
and 
rnI;=C’,x ... xCi_,xOxCi+,x . . . xC,,+Ki, 
TnI,+rnI,=C+K,$K,, if j. 
A vector (ri + ci) lies in r if and only if 
ri + ci = y, + c, modC+K,+K,, i# j, 
which is equivalent to 
ri z rj mod R n (C + Kj + K,). 
We claim that 
Rn(C+K,+K,)=a. 
The inclusion “2” is clear. Assume that XE R n (C+ Ki+ K,). The 
elements of C + Kj + Kj have the form 
x = (Cl) . ..) ch) + r’l. - (0, . . . . ri, . . . . 0) + 91, - (0, . . . . ri, . . . . 0). 
I I 
i i 
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If this is = rl,, then a comparison of coeflicients yields 
r=r’+cj=rj+ci=ri+rj+c,, for every li # i, j. 
If h = 2, r= r for all orders K If h > 3, choose any k # i, j. We obtain 
ci, cj, ck E a and 
r=ci+cj-ck, 
hence r E a as claimed. 
Now we can write 
rj = r, + aj, ajEa, J.22 
and obtain 
(ri+Ci)=rll, + (0, a2, . . . . ah)+ (Ci)Er 
as desired. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let 2 = (Ai) E 2 and f = (fi, . . . . fh) be a primitive 
idempotent of A. It suffices to show that fl~n. By our assumption 
e(n) ,< 2 we can write, without loss of generality, 
f= (fl, O,..., 0) or f = (fi, f2,0, ***> 0). 
In the first case, choose 1’ = (A,, &, . . . . &) E A. Then 
f~=(fin,,o,...,O)=f~'EA. 
In the second case, choose 1’ as above and ;1” = (A;, I,, A;, . . . . 1;) E A. 
The hypothesis 2 E ;1” implies 
I’+il=1”+i2, i, E I,, i2EZ2. 
Then 
but looking at the first two components one sees that both sides equal fl. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6. It s&ices to derive a contradiction from the 
assumptions /i = 2 and d(P) > 3 for an indecomposable summand P of /i. 
Assume that Pi = p,(P) # 0 for i = 1, . . . . k = d(P). Since P c A, we have 
(&)E fi Pi A f&,)=fii(lj) . 
i= 1 i<jCk > 
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P’, filled up with zeros, is contained in n because n = 2 and fJ p) = 0 for 
j > k and p E P. The projection n + P, which splits the embedding P c A, 
also splits, after restriction, the embedding P c P’. Hence P is a direct 
summand of P’; but then P = P’ since 1 P’ : PI is finite. (The argument seems 
unncessary at first sight; but it is not true that modules over mfp-orders 
are always mfp-modules themselves. Note that this generalizes Milnor’s 
observation, at least for lattices over orders.) 
Now define the maps 
Q,=projectionofPtoP?x . . . xP, 
Qz = projection of P to P, x P, x . . . x Pk 
Q, = projection of P to P, x P,, 
and consider the map 
a:P~Ql(P,xQ,(P,xQ,(P). 
Clearly a is injective. Let us show that cok c( is a lattice, i.e., has no 
R-torsion. Assume the contrary. Then there exist 
lb = (Ai, . ..) Ak) E P, 1’ = (A;, . . . . A;) E Q,(P), 
lw2=(A&A; ,..., A;)EQ~(P), A3 = (A;, 1;)~ Q3(P) 
and an r E R\(O) such that 
r(J.‘, A*, A3) = (Ql x Q2 x Q3)Ov) 
= (A 2, ..., 1,; 4, A3, . . . . 1,; A,, A,). 
This implies 
n;=n;,A;=nf for i>,3,Ay=AT. 
Since A’E Qi(P), i= 1, 2, 3, we also have 
fi,(n!)=fii(nf)9 i< j, iZ2; 
fij(k:) =frl (Lj), j= 3, . . . . k; 
fiz(lz:)=fi,(lz:)=f21(~:)=fi2(~:). 
Hence 2’ = (AT, Ai, A:, . . . . 1:) E P, and 
(A’, A2, /I’) = a(A’). 
Hence 
O--+P: Ql(P)xQ,(P)xQ,(P)-+coka-+O 
is a lattice extension. Since n is Gorenstein, P, being projective, is weakly 
injective (see [3, Sect. 371). It follows that the above extension must split; 
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hence by Krull-Schmidt, and because P is indecomposable, P must be 
direct summand of one of the Qi(P), which is manifestly impossible 
(because k 2 3!). 
This proves Theorem 6. 
Proof of Corollary 5. Assume that L 1 Q, is sufficiently large for G and 
Galois over CD,; let S be the integral domain, p the prime ideal, and 
S= S/h the residue field of L. We then have a commutative diagram of 
Grothendieck groups 
WQ,G) --L G,(LG) 
I 
d 
I 
D 
Go(F,G) --f+ G,(SG) 
where d, D are decomposition maps and, e, t? are defined by scalar exten- 
sions (see [3, 16.231). We have already introduced the bases 
Cull? ee.3 CVhl ofG,(Q,G), 
C~II~ . ..Y C&l of G,(I;,G). 
Let us write 
v-1, . ..) Vici’ = nonisomorphic simple summands of L 0 Vi as 
LG-module, i= 1, . . . . h, 
s; ) . ..) ST” = nonisomorphic simple summands of SO Sj as 
SG-module, j= 1, . . . . k. 
Then the [Vf], i= 1, . . . . h, I= 1, . . . . r(i) form a base of G,(LG), and the 
[S,‘], j= 1, . . . . k, I= 1, . . . . S(j) form a base of G,(SG) (see [3, 7.91). Using 
these bases, and viewing the elements of the Grothendieck groups as row 
vectors, we can describe the maps d, D, e, F by right multiplication with 
matrices which we denote with the same letters. d is then the decomposition 
matrix of Z,G, as defined in the first section, and D is the p-decomposition 
matrix in the sense of modular representation theory. By Theorems 7.18 
and 7.11 of [3], the matrices e, Z have the form 
e= 
- 
n2 . . . n2 
r(h) 
- 
nh ’ . . nh 
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The commutativity of the diagram of Grothendieck groups amounts to the 
matrix equation 
dc? = eD. 
By [3, 7.181 again, the modules Vi, 1= 1, . . . . r(i), are precisely the 
Q,-algebraic conjugates of V,?. Corollary 5 follows from this and the above 
equation. 
Proof of Corollary 6. It suffices to show that all blocks of Z,G are 
mfp’s. They have defect 0 or 1; blocks of defect 0 are simple and if P is a 
projective indecomposable of a block of defect 1, then the Q,G-composi- 
tion length of QpP is 2, by the results of [4, 151. Hence d(P) < 2 and 
Theorem 5 applies. 
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